
 

Greetings from The Aura, 

American poet James Oppenheim 

once said, “The foolish man seeks 

happiness in the distance, the wise 

grows it under his feet”. 

 This April we had two wonderful 

speakers who believe that true 

happiness comes from within and 

nobody can take it away from you.  

Sujith Kumar founder of Maatram 

foundation stressed on the 

importance of working on our 

relationships in and outside our 

homes. To Sujith, the path to 

happiness is through gratitude, love 

and forgiveness. As Preethi Srinivasan 

said, Sujith was “humour and wisdom 

in one package”. 

Preethi Srinivasan, a cheerful 

enthusiastic person and  the founder 

of Soulfree,  described her life as an 

incredible learning adventure. She 

strongly believes that a change in 

perspective helps one to be happy.  

Identify your talents, build on your 

strengths, face your fears and nothing 

can stop you on the path  to 

happiness. 
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Ranga Raatinam 

Numerous stories we have read, but 

the ones we heard from our 

grandparents are much closer to our 

hearts. Rediscover the art of story 

telling  as we laugh, sing and dance 

together this summer. 

Kathai Kalatta promotes and nurtures 

culture and heritage through stories. 

The organization will  inaugurate the 

first ever Virtual International Folklore 

Festival, Ranga Raatinam at The Aura. 

The renowned, award winning   

performers hail  from 5 South Eastern 

countries - South Korea, Thailand, 

Philippines, Indonesia and New 

Zealand. Each performer  will display a 

glimpse of their culture through dance, 

stories, music and puppets. 

We bring to you a 90 minute 

performance with co founder and 

talented story teller Jeeva Raghunath 

in command. Jeeva has pioneered the 

story telling movement in Tamil Nadu 

and has represented India in  various 

international festivals across the globe. 

We at The Aura, remember the day she 

left us spell bound with her story telling 

skills years ago. Looking forward to a 

morning of Fun and entertainment. 

Inauguration  
of 

‘Ranga Raatinam’ 
International Folklore Festival 

with  

Ms Jeeva Raghunath 

Co founder & Story Teller 

 Kathai Kalatta 

On 21st May 2021                                  
@ 11am ,   On Zoom 

              

             



 

Members Speak 

Aura… what’s your next 

level…each time I think, yeah 

that was the best we could do 

virtually… but then the 

committee comes up with 

something more brilliant and 

break my perception…Kudos. 

-Rinku Bhagat 
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       From The Aura Committee 

 

Aura Astraea will take you through 

the events of the day. 

Let’s together travel to the world of 

drama and fantasy. 

 

 



 

 

    The Executive Committee                              Reach us at 

Mythily Ramanan          98430 54925             

Rajalakshmi Rajesh        94431 65687           www.facebook.com/TheAuraTrichy 

Rajeshwari Ramakrishnan    2415687           E mail     :       admin@theaura.org 

Subha Rengarajan           98424 08099          Website :       www.theaura.org 

Vidhya Madhan               99444 52100            

Vrinda Ramanan              94432 59747            

Smitha Ananth                 94438 40990                                    

Story telling with puppets 

Down memory lane 


